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“I’m an only chIld who lIves alone 
and usually works alone,” declares moby 
flatly. The techno pioneer isn’t bemoaning his 
lot in life— it’s just his explanation of why, after 
more than 20 years of producing his own 
records, he brought in mark “spike” stent 
to co-produce his 11th album, Innocents.  

“I like to work by myself,” he says, “but I lose 
objectivity. The only sounding board I have is 
me. I thought it would be interesting to have 
someone else around to gain their objectivity.”

The choice of stent (madonna, lady 
Gaga, Beyoncé, muse, U2) was enhanced 
by their shared history. “spike and I grew 

up listening to the same records,” says 
moby. “his background is with bands 
like Throbbing Gristle and a lot of weird 
electronic music in the 1980s, and 
then massive attack and Björk.” moby’s 
trajectory similarly went from ’80s punk 
rocker to international techno auteur to 
highly licensed hit-maker whose song 
“extreme ways” runs over the closing 
credits of all four of the Bourne films.

another new turn on the moody, 
soulful Innocents is its abundance of guest 
vocalists—the Flaming lips’ wayne coyne, 
skylar Grey, cold specks, damien Jurado 
and screaming Trees’ mark lanegan. 
“It wasn’t deliberate,” moby says of the 
star-power recruiting. “The vocalists we 
used were the ones who could add to the 
emotion of the song.” 

The last thing moby and stent wanted 
to create was a polished pop record. To 
that end they brought in old analog gear, 
hissing tape machines, wobbly reverb units 
and offbeat drum machines. “when spike 
and I started, he was clear that it had to 
have a strong quality of vulnerability,” says 
moby. “which seems contrary to the way 
most electronic music is made these days, 
which is big and bombastic—and I’m not 
saying that in a negative way. But I wanted 
to make a record that was vulnerable and 
humble. If I was a 22-year-old pop star, I 
might have felt differently. But I’m 47 and 
making a record that likely won’t be played 
on the radio.”

For moby, the dodgy equipment was 
an uncontrollable element of imperfection 
that became a metaphor for human frailty. 
“There’s the recognition that life is short and 
art is precious,” moby adds. “so why not 
just make music that moves you?”

–Linda Laban

her partnership with producer Gary Paczosa (chris Thile, 
crooked still), who produced Jarosz’s previous albums, was 
also vital to the process. “Going into the studio for this record, 
I had more of an idea of what I wanted to create and how I 
wanted to create it. But Gary made sure I didn’t count anything 
out just because I felt set on an idea. he has a great sense of 
musical curiosity and exploration, and we try to challenge 
each other,” says Jarosz, 22.

Jarosz recorded Bones in three nashville sessions scheduled 
during winter and spring breaks, before wrapping it in may following 
graduation. Unlike her previous albums, which she tracked alone 
before overdubbing other parts, most of Bones was tracked live 
with fiddler alex hargreaves and cellist nathaniel smith—who’ve 
toured with Jarosz for several years—and occasionally with Jedd 
hughes, one of her co-writers. 

central to the album is a sparse version of Bob dylan’s 
“simple Twist of Fate,” a song that became a staple of her live shows. 
Though she wasn’t planning on returning to dylan after recording 
“Ring Them Bells” for her previous album, its minimalist arrangement 
suited the lyric and her dusky alto while providing the variety Jarosz 
craves. “The fact that it was just voice and cello was appealing to 
me because it’s so stripped down,” she explains. “It’s important to 
me to create different textures within one record.” 

with school behind her and a move to new york city in the 
works, Jarosz is adjusting to life as a full-time touring artist with an 
eye toward pushing her musical boundaries. “I look up to artists who 
don’t get into the rut of doing the same thing,” she says. “That’s 
something I want to model myself after. I’m focused on the sound I 
want to create, but I also want to be open to new ideas all the time.”

–Juli Thanki

moby
old-school techno adds a touch of vulnerability 
to his latest project 
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